Investors

RRSP’s Built Green
Smart Investing Blueprint
Is Your Current RRSP Portfolio Underperforming? Investing in
Your Future with Green Technology at Work is a Smart Plan.

Blueprint for Growth

Smart Choices that grow

Your money is working to build a
substantial return in a shorter
period of time. Not only is your
money growing faster, it is invested 
in a company with a competitive
advantage and environmentally
friendly technology. Trinity’s patent 
pending construction blueprint 
delivers smart solutions to builders,
developers and consumers while
providing an exclusive opportunity
for investors to grow their
retirement nest eggs.

There are a number of ways to get
started with a Trinity investment.

Held in Trust at WPTC
RRSP investments are held in trust
at Western Pacific Trust Company
in Vancouver, B.C.
Issued as Class B shares in Trinity
Post and Panel Inc. you will be
earning a cumulative 9% dividend
rate. Your RRSP investment will
have preference for payment of
dividends over all other shares in
the company with a minimum term
of 63 months.
We encourage you to carefully
consider the benefits of this
program as these opportunities are
a rare find in today’s economy.

* Withdraw (TFSA’s) from your Bank,
Tax Free Savings and earn 9% every
year. (Instead of the bank at 1-2%)
* Transfer an existing RRSP
(not affected by any deadlines)
* Automate monthly contributions
* Invest new cash

High R-Value Investment
The Trinity system integrates
channelled Timbers (Posts and
Beams) with “SIP” Wall and Roof
Panels
(Structural
Insulated
Panels). This IPP® Integrated Post
©
and Panel construction system
forms an air tight, energy efficient
exo-skeleton that assembles in
days rather than weeks. High
R-Value ratings exceed Ener-Guide
ratings and building codes resulting
in extreme monthly energy savings.
The IPP® trade name is copyrighted
and the building concept has
international patent protection.
Green and smart, IPP® costs less to
build than traditional Post and
Beam structures or typical mid level
stick frame construction.

Investment Knowledge That Earns You More!
If you follow what most people do and leave your cash in a TFSA you would currently
earn between 1% and 2% interest from your bank on a tax free basis. Banks invest
your money for huge profits and pay you minimally. Compare this to the 9%
dividend here and the choice becomes clear. Once you have this knowledge, your
savings are at work for you, creating jobs, not a profit for your bank. A $10,000
example over 5 years will earn you approximately $ 3500, (35%) more than in a
bank. Certain investors may be eligible for even bigger returns. There is no deadline.

www.trinitypostandpanel.com
info@trinitypostandpanel.com
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